Breaking the Curse

Evil Eye
Q: What is necromancy and what is so evil
about it?
Typist: The word necromancy itself is very general. Necromancy can be
suggesting to a person, you need to buy this and you never intended to buy it.
Here we describe the Evil Eye.
FATHER MALACHI: It is having power over you if you let it, if you consider
Satan a saint.
Nancy of Oregon: Of all the crimes there are, whether by the darthvators or
fallen angels, try to find the one that will take away your free will.
ANDREA SELESTOW: It could be a killing of your soul. And you in a stupor may
say, “I do not have soul pain. I can live out my comfort in luxury and having
insurance and annuities.” This indifference lends itself to necromancy.
STEVEN ECKL: Eventually you will go to the second death as you cannot pass
the Judgment of Souls trial.
ANDREA SELESTOW: Thus Jesus Christ did say, “Fear not the one who can kill
the body but fear the one who will kill your body and soul.”
EL MORYA: The ones raped at the sex cult false teaching are not able to see that
they would have their souls killed by a fallen angel, Samyana.
Typist: It is described that Moses said that of all angels, this one he feared as this
angel was known to kill souls. And this information was made known and they
did not leave the organization.
MOSES: It is what legend says that I had said. Yes, I knew about this fallen angel
Samyana. They renamed him Samuel, and the name Samyana came forth again
in this time.
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Rasputin is not the one you will meet however. Most of the time you will
not see the necromancer as he does his evil eye from a distance upon you. He
however knows the tone of your voice and is able to find you quickly to start a
conversation with you from afar.
Your only requirement is to recognize evil when it is about, to denounce
it, to call for its judgment. It is of your responsibility to do.
Mandarin: The necromancer is one who controls your mind. It is though
innuendo and lies.
ANDREA SELESTOW: It is through false appearances such as wearing $100 and
$1,000 gowns and tuxedos, diamond necklaces and tiaras.
Nancy of Oregon: They will say something that is implying it is Mother Mary
speaking, and logically you know it could not be from Mother Mary. It could
follow right after her speaking to you.
You are given the evil eye when suddenly you feel tremendous guilt and
shame and the suffering thereof, for something that happened many years ago
that you have not thought of since.
WINSTON, Daniel Boone, Admiral Nelson: The fallen angels are able to read
your past records as they are the teachers of mankind so they have access to your
records.
Nancy of Oregon: They bring them up your past and torment you with guilt
and shame. You may have already been judged even, and still they bring them
up.
WINSTON, Daniel Boone, Admiral Nelson: You are being led to do what they
want. Sometimes it is a matter of wasting time, and in that time, either you did
nothing to stop it, or you were tied up so some other crime has gone forth.
Rasputin and George Sahagun spent most of their time convincing you
they were saints in front of you, then behind the walls, they necromanced you.
Typist: The Princes in the Russian Court tried to kill Rasputin.1 He was
cavorting with the court’s women to overthrow the government and the women
considered him a saint. And Rasputin was Samael (Samyama) in embodiedment.

1

A strongly prevailing opinion is that Rasputin was the actual ruler of the country.
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WINSTON, Daniel Boone, Admiral Nelson: I was a prince in the Russian court.
We could not put Rasputin to death. Many tried, over 50 times. Those who tried
were hexed afterward. And throughout their life, they accomplished nothing
and were as idiots and died painful deaths, of suffering of ill health deaths.
Nancy of Oregon: They tried to kill him by drowning him, stabbing him, they
could not kill him.
WINSTON, Daniel Boone, Admiral Nelson: These know in advance when you
are trying to kill them. They will escape before you can do this. All
necromancers have this ability, to know when you are in a chase after them.
Nancy of Oregon: Rasputin’s representatives had everyone there think that she
was Saint Bernadette and Jesus Christ said, “No you were not, you lie.” They
thought she was Miriam in the Sinai Desert and Moses said, “No you were not,
you lie.” Everyone believe El Morya was their sponsor, and he said, “No, I never
did any sort of this.”
WINSTON, Daniel Boone, Admiral Nelson: What they do is to have the sex cult
there whether in the Rasputin Russian court or there where I had lived in
Arizona for the reason that they can rape your Light. It is also for the binding of
sex, that you are then tied to them that you do not ever leave. El Morya was not
able to wrest his former students from there.
Typist: In Hostage to the Devil by Malachi Martin, he speaks about Marianne who
is a Catholic going to classes arguing with the nun teacher and it is nonsense
type gibberish about cosmic law.
False teachings show claim that are not knowable. Claiming that God is
all pervasive, and this is a lie. God is not all-powerful, that is a lie. And what
Father Malachi was showing was that the highest forms of evil are of those who
know the word and how to make it into false teachings.
FATHER MALACHI: It is not at all easy to see false teachings. And about the
only way you can tell evil is not by reading this and that document by one with
the evil dye, but to sense with the third eye, with the soul, with the heart what is
evil.
FATHER STRONG: And whether there is an evil person with an evil eye upon
you, trying to make of you mincemeat as described about those who tried to kill
Rasputin.
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ANDREA SELESTOW: Here the evil eye is what these do all day long— how to
hex you.
Nancy of Oregon: He holds his hand over his heart as if to say he is a holy man.
Mandarin: There is a practice called syringing that Red China, Russia and the
Japanese do. It is placing a long needle into the skull and with a chemical to
destroy the long-term memory. After such an operation, the syringed is heavily
necromanced, into believing that the group masturbation sex and such
abnormalities is normal for him.
JESUS CHRIST: This is the imprinting done by the necromancer after the
syringing. And thereafter as in imprinting as in ducks, these believe this is their
surrogate mother. And whatever the necromancer tells him to do, he does. He is
not able to break away from this, as the necromancer speaks to him as a mother
to a child.
ANDREA SELESTOW for MOTHER MARY: This often happens, that the
necromancer takes on the role of the Divine Mother to do this necromancy.
STEVEN ECKL: It is a heavy, heavy energy. It is what you would try to do, is to
break up the evil eye.
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